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How an Indianapolis-area church erased $2 million in medical debt for Hoosier families

Monday, June 17, 2019 - IndyStar

Article discusses the context around J-PAL NA's funded project, which measures the impact of medical debt forgiveness on financial outcomes in the United States.

Can 'Nudge' Letters Cut Overprescribing of Psych
Meds?
*Wednesday, June 5, 2019 - MedPage Today*

Article features research by J-PAL affiliate Adam Sacarny, which evaluated the impact of strongly-worded peer comparison review letters sent to high prescribers of quetiapine on prescribing behavior...

---

Applying lessons from war-torn Africa to Chicago
*Saturday, May 4, 2019 - The Economist*

J-PAL affiliate Chris Blattman is rigorously evaluating a program in Chicago aimed at reducing violent crime through an intervention that combines job training with months of intense efforts to teach...

---

J-PAL North America’s newest initiative explores the work of the future
*Friday, April 19, 2019 - MIT News*

Nonprofit and industry leaders, researchers, and policymakers gather for a kick-off conference to discuss how to make work more equitable, efficient, and just.
A wellness program at work may make you feel good, but it won't improve your health

Friday, April 19, 2019 - Los Angeles Times

Study by J-PAL affiliate Katherine Baicker shows little benefit from employee wellness programs.

How Well Do Workplace Wellness Programs Work?

Tuesday, April 16, 2019 - NPR

Employee Wellness Programs Yield Little Benefit, Study Shows

Tuesday, April 16, 2019 - The New York Times

Workplace Wellness Programs Barely Move The Needle, Study Finds

Tuesday, April 16, 2019 - Kaiser Health News
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